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Newton’s cradle
In this project you will learn about collisions and conservations laws by studying the
behavior of Newton’s cradle. Newton’s cradle is a toy consisting of a series of steel
balls each suspended by two strings so that the balls form a horizontal line when the
cradle is at rest. The balls are initially barely touching each other. You can play
with the toy by lifting and releasing a ball on one side. When the moving ball hits
the stationary balls, a single ball is ejected on the other side, and the initially moving
ball is left stationary.

Here, we will study various aspects of this system, and you will hopefully end up with
a non-trivial understanding of the physics hidden in the cradle.

First, we study a cradle consiting of two balls of identical masses m hanging in thin
strings as illustrated in figure 0.1. The left ball is lifted to a vertical height h0 and
released. The left ball hits the right ball when the string points directly down.
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Figure 0.1: Illustration of Newton’s cradle with two balls.

(a) Find the velocity v0 of the left ball immediately before it hits the right ball.

(b) Assume the collision between the balls is elastic. Find the velocities vA
1 and vB

1

of the two balls after the collision. How does your result compare with the
behavior of Newton’s cradle described above?

(c) What is the maximum height, h1, of the right ball?

(d) Assume the collision is perfectly inelastic. Find the maximum height h1 reached
by the right ball after the collision.

Assume the collision is characterized by a coefficient of restitution, r. The relative
velocity after the collision is then related to the relative velocity before the colision
by:

vB
1 − vA

1 = rv0 . (1)

(e) Find the velocities of each of the balls after the collision. (The following is
optional.) What is the relative loss in mechanical energy (K1−K0/K0)? Where
did this energy go?

We will in the following study a system with three balls, A, B, and C. We will
assume that all forces are conservative, so that all collisions are elastic. Initially,
immediately before the collision, ball A has a positive velocity v0 and the other balls
are not moving.

(f) Let us assume that the balls are seperated by small distances, so that there are
two collisions, first between ball A and B and then between B and C. What
are the velocities of the balls after the first collision? And after the second?
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Let us now assume that all the balls are initially in contact, so that we cannot
assume that there are two seperate, subsequent collision. This is the configuration
corresponding to Newton’s cradle.

(g) Find equations relating the initial and final velocities of all three balls. Can you
solve these equations?

In order to understand what happens in Newton’s cradle when all the balls are initially
in contact, we will develop a simple, numerical model of the process. In the numerical
model we will only address the collision itself, and we will assume that the motion of
all the balls is one-dimensional along the x-axis during the collision.

We introduce an explicit model for the forces between the balls, and use this to
calculate the motion of all the balls throughout the collision using Newton’s second
law for each of the balls.

The position of the balls are given as xi, i = 0, 1, 2. At the beginning of the collision,
at t = 0, all the balls are just in contact, so that the distance between them is equal
to their diameters, d, xi = i · d.

The force on ball i from ball i + 1 is modelled using a simple, position-dependent
force on the form

Fi,i+1 =
{

−k |xi+1 − xi − d|q when xi+1 − xi < d
0 when xi+1 − xi ≥ d

. (2)

The following program solves the equations of motion from a time t = 0 to a time
t = t1. You must choose the mass, m, the constant k, and initial conditions for the
simulation yourself.

First, a function that implements the non-linear force model for ball-ball contact:

function F = force(dx ,d,k,q)

if dx <d

F = k*abs(dx -d).^q;

else

F = 0.0;

end

And the main program:

% This program also needs the function

% force.m , which must be in the same directory

% as this program

%

% Modify from here -->

N = 2; % nr of balls

m = ...; % kg

k = ...; % N/m

q = 1.0;

d = ...; % m

v0 = ...; % m/s

time = ...; % s

dt = ...; %s

% Base variables

n = ceil(time/dt);

x = zeros(n,N);

v = zeros(n,N);

F = zeros(n,N);

t = zeros(n,1);

% Initial conditions , equally spaced
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for j = 1:N

x(1,j) = d*(j-1);

end

v(1,1) = v0;

for i = 1:n-1

% Find force on each block , j

% First , force from block to the left

for j = 2:N

dx = x(i,j) - x(i,j-1);

F(i,j) = F(i,j) + force(dx ,d,k,q);

end

% Second , force from block to the right

for j = 1:N-1

dx = x(i,j+1) - x(i,j);

F(i,j) = F(i,j) - force(dx ,d,k,q);

end

% Euler -Cromer step

for j = 1:N

a = F(i,j)/m;

v(i+1,j) = v(i,j) + a*dt;

x(i+1,j) = x(i,j) + v(i+1,j)*dt;

end

%

% The Euler -Cromer step above can also be vectorized

% through the following implementation (which is faster)

% Euler -Cromer vectorized step

% a = F(i,:)/m;

% v(i+1,:) = v(i,:) + a*dt;

% x(i+1,:) = x(i,:) + v(i,:)*dt;

%

t(i+1) = t(i) + dt;

end

% Plot results

for j = 1:N

plot(t,v(:,j));

if j==1

hold on;

end

if j==N

hold off

end

end

xlabel(’t [s]’);

ylabel(’v [m/s]’);

(h) Test the program and your parameters by direct comparison with your results
above for N = 2, where N is the number of balls. Your answer to this and
the following questions should include plots of the velocities. Hint: You must
ensure that the timestep dt is chosen reasonably compared to the values of k
and m.

(i) Use the program to determine the result of a collision when N = 3. What are the
velocities of the balls immediately after the collision? Is this result physically
reasonable? Does this correspond to the behavior you expect for Newton’s
cradle?

(j) You know that for contacts between steel spheres, the interaction is according to
the Hertz contact law, which correspond to having the contant q = 3/2. How
does this change the results?
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(k) You are now free to modify the force law as you like by changing k and q freely.
(However, you should let q be a reasonably small number, let us say q ≤ 4.)
Can you find parameters that produce a behavior close to what you observe in
Newton’s cradle, that is, for which the velocity of the middle ball is close to
zero after the collision?

(l) (Optional, and not simple) Can you now provide an explanation for why only one
ball is ejected from the left side when one ball is released from the right side of
most examples of Newton’s cradle?

End of Oblig 7


